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s the helicopter glides between 
machete-sharp peaks, the 
fjords below give way to the 
silvery sparkle of the Greenland 

Ice Sheet. Taking in the 1.7 million-
square-kilometre expanse from the 
sunny skies above, I feel incredibly small 
– a feeling that’s compounded when 
the chopper lands and we hike across 
the sprawling icefield. For the next 90 
minutes, we meander and marvel at this 
natural wonder, peering into aqua-hued 
abysses and drinking our fill of glacial 
meltwater. It’s a unique experience that 
evokes a deep sense of awe – one you 
feel in your bones. Heli-hiking on the 
world’s second-largest polar ice cap 
isn’t quite what I expected from a cruise, 
but then Quark Expeditions’ Greenland 
Adventure is proudly atypical.  

Our cruise begins with a charter flight 
from Iceland to Narsarsuaq, in southern 
Greenland, where we board the ship 
and meet our guides. As expedition 
leader Alison Gordon explains, the route 
and daily activities will be continually 
adapted to make the most of the area’s 
ever-changing conditions because this 
trip is designed to be so much more than 
a cruise around Greenland’s south – it’s a 
true adventure by sea, land and air. And 
it’s all facilitated by your lavish mobile 
base camp: Quark’s much-lauded new 
vessel, the MV Ultramarine.

Sights to sea
I’m on the debut nine-day cruise of 
the 128-metre Ultramarine, a ship as 
groundbreaking as it is plush. Along 
with its two twin-engine Airbus H145 

ADVENTURE BOUND
Quark Expeditions’ newest ship, the MV Ultramarine, takes cruising 

in the Arctic to greater heights with heli-adventuring just the 
beginning, writes Rachelle Mackintosh.

helicopters, it’s equipped with advanced 
sustainability features including the 
ability to convert onboard waste into 
thermal energy. It also boasts more 
outdoor viewing areas than other 
ships in the category, including a huge 
wraparound deck, and entry-level 
balcony suites with a generous 4.8 
metres of private outdoor space. 

Most mornings, I treat the latter as my 
own personal box seat to one of nature’s 
most dramatic spectacles – the polar 
dawn – throwing my expedition parka 
on over my pyjamas to get out there and 
experience it. The rising sun flicks its 
glitter across the glistening fjords, and 
the silhouettes of steep peaks contrast 
with the peach-tinged icebergs we pass. 
And even though Ultramarine cruises at 
16 knots and carries 199 passengers, 01
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Cruise file
Quark Expeditions’ next Greenland 
Adventure aboard MV Ultramarine 
departs Reykjavik on July 14, 2023. The 
ship also has a wide range of Arctic and 
Antarctic itineraries, with various heli-
adventure options. quarkexpeditions.com

the only sound I hear is the swoosh and 
tinkle of the bow gently slicing through 
the glassy sea. It feels like I have the 
Arctic Ocean all to myself.

Kicking back 
The ship’s common areas are designed 
to showcase the landscapes while 
offering next-level comfort. When it’s 
time to refuel, I head to the Panorama 
Lounge for top-deck vistas and sip 
a sumptuous selection of tipples 
while I drink in the views. The Balena 
Restaurant serves breakfast, lunch and 
delicious à la carte dinners paired with 
wine from Chile, Australia, South Africa 
and beyond. 

While there’s a sauna, fitness centre 
and yoga studio to help work off any 
over-indulgences, I retreat to the Tundra 
Spa for a 90-minute Signature Organic 
Seaweed Leaf Hot Stone Massage. The 
combination of heated rocks, cooling 
seaweed and the therapist’s kneading 
feels both invigorating and calming 
– much like the wilderness we’ve been 
journeying through.

Walk this way
Getting among nature is what makes 
this adventure so unforgettable and 
while optional activities like heli-alpine 
kayaking, heli-mountain-biking, and 
heli-camping appeal to the more 
hardcore adventurers among us, I 
choose heli-hiking, where you take 
a scenic flight over glacier-garnished 
ranges before landing in a remote 
area, like Niaqornat and Lindenow 
Fjord, where we hot-foot it to scenic 
viewpoints, roaring waterfalls, and 
crystalline alpine lakes. Other walks 
start with Zodiac cruises around Prince 
Christian Sound and Sarqa Fjord, where 
we land on beaches so remote, they 
aren’t yet named on any maps. As I 
slowly wander across these untouched 
landscapes, my senses fizz as I try to 
comprehend the layers of nature around 
me: the feel of spongy tundra under 
foot; the moreish taste of clean, sweet-
salty air; the distant thwack! of calving 
glaciers. And, above all, the sight of 
Greenland’s full-colour spectrum, from 
emerald shrubs to amethyst wildflowers, 
and the sapphire sea flanked by 
towering rock as far as my eyes can see. 

It’s a moment of discovery that literally 
stops me in my tracks – a common 
occurrence on this most unique 
expedition.

Local legends
Village visits introduce us to the beating 
heart of this remarkable region – the 
people who call it home. In Aappilattoq, 
the 100-strong Inuit community 
welcome us like old friends, challenging 
us to a friendly soccer match, serving 
us tasty fish soup and getting our toes 
tapping with live music. In Qassiarsuk, 
we hike across rolling hills to the World 
Heritage-listed Kujataa Viking ruins, 
where Erik the Red built his homestead 
in 985AD shortly after discovering 
Greenland. As the trip comes to 
an end in Narsarsuaq, I feel a deep 
sense of accomplishment. Exploring 
southern Greenland by air, land and 
sea throughout Quark’s action-packed 
itinerary meant my perspective was 
constantly challenged and upgraded 
– and a more complete picture of this 
special wilderness was revealed.
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03 Hiking near Kangerlussuaq © Mandy Creighton 04 It’s all about adventure with Quark © Rachelle Mackintosh 
05 & 06  When you’re not flying, hiking and kayaking, relax onboard in spacious suites or in the spa or sauna.
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